
In these days when the law has been approved on "Packet safety "it turns a wrong news in all the 
communities of present foreigners in Italy. We of the Regional Federation of the union of Base 
(RdB) in Naples, believe that IT’S useful to inform the present irregular foreign citizens on the 
territory, that they have interpreted badly the news coming from the Government. We have noticed 
a great flow of the community Pakistani and of that of the bangladesh toward three centers of the 
Post office in Rome, that accept the applications of the Residence permits. The foreigners in this 
phase must not introduce the application of the Residence permit, because so doing they 
declare their personal data helping the police to know their addresses. This law on the safety 
doesn't foresee a confirmation, that serves for regularizing the irregular foreigners but it is, instead, 
a racist law that damages both the irregular foreigners and those regular.
The counter immigration of the RdB wants to give precise information on every point of the safety 
packet to help the immigrated to check their situation of permanence on the Italian territory.

Here, in synthesis, thing foresees on the front immigration the text that arrives in side 
today: 

 - It introduces the crime of "entry and the illegal stay in the territory of the State." 
You won't be punished with the jail, but with a fine from 5 thousand to 10 thousand 
Euro and the expulsion;

- It prolongs from two to six months the maximum time of permanence in the centers 
of expulsion. The extensions will be authorized at the judge of peace when the foreign 
citizen doesn't collaborate or no the necessary documents to the expulsion arrive 
from the Country of origin;

- It confirms the three years of imprisonment and the possible forfeiture of the 
immovable property for the one that gives payment lodging, "to draw profit unfair of 
them", to irregular immigrants. But only if these are without permission during it  
stipulates her/it or of the renovation of the rental lease.

- he/she forces the foreign citizens that want to get married in Italy to exhibit the 
residence permit (the clandestine ones, therefore, could not get married);  - it has 
been lifting for six months to two (three for the residents to the foreign countries), the 
term later which who has gotten married an Italian you/he/she can ask the citizen.  
The times of they halve if there are born children or adopted by the couple;

- it foresees an European contribution of 200 on the applications of citizen. Halves 
the contribution will serve to finance the Cooperation, the other half will go to the 
Department immigration of the Viminale.



- it subordinates the registration of the foreign citizens to the registry to the 
verification from the Commune of the fitness of the immovable property in which you/
they live;  - he/she forces the counters of money transfer to do copy of  the residence 
permit of their clients and to signal to the police those that don't have it. Who doesn't  
do it, he loses the license

- It foresees the exhibition of the residence permit to enter to the public services and 
for the actions been civil, except that for the sanitary performances or the 
registrations in the schools of the obligation;  

- It forces the foreign citizens to undersign a "accord of integration" with a score that 
will grow or it will decrease in base to their behavior . Who exhausts the points, he 
will lose the permission and he will be expelled;

- It introduces a contribution on the question of release or renovation of the 
residence permit that it will go from a minimum of 80 to a maximum of 200 Euro;   

- It foresees the overcoming of a test of Italian for the one who asks the paper of stay. 
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